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Abstract: Natural frequencies are of great value to bridge structural design, health monitoring and
detection. Related research data show that the ambient temperature can affect the natural frequencies of
the continuous box-girder bridges. In order to research the effect of temperature on the bridge structure
and conclude the influence law, theoretical analysis of temperature effect on the natural frequencies of
the continuous box girder bridges is conducted based on the stochastic subspace identification. First,
the finite element model of the bridge is built to conduct thermal-structural coupling analysis. Then
regard the analysis results as the original state, and exert white noise excitation on the structure to
obtain the dynamic response of the structure. And then analyze the dynamic response based on the
stochastic subspace identification and calculate the natural frequencies of the bridges under the
temperature effect. At last, based on the practical project of one 3-span continuous box-girder bridge,
the validity and the reliability of this method is verified.
Keywords: continuous box-girder bridges; temperature; natural frequencies; stochastic subspace
identification
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As the natural frequencies of the structure are easily obtained and can be tested with high
precision, the damage identification and the condition assessment methods of the bridge structures
based on natural frequencies are widely accepted. However, temperature has certain influence on
the bridges, and sometimes this influence can absolutely cover the changes in the natural
frequencies caused by the damage.
So the researchers conduct some meaningful research on the temperature effect on the bridge
structure. Farrar observed the ALAMOSA gorge bridge and found that the change of the first
model frequency of the bridge could amount to 5 percent[1]. The research of Alampalli shows that
the frequency changes caused by temperature are much higher than that caused by the bridge
damage[2]. Roberts and Pearson observed a nine-span bridge of 840 meters and found that the
temperature changes around could change the bridge natural frequencies on a scale of 3 percent to
4 percent[3]. Xia discussed the effect of the changing of the environmental factors on the modal
parameters of the cement slab and concluded that there was a strong inverse correlation between
the modal frequencies and the temperature and humidity [4].
Hoon Sohn presented a linear adaptive model to distinguish the changes of the bridge’s
natural frequencies caused by the temperature and other factors, and verified the validity of the
method based on the data of AlAMOSA gorge bridge[5].Ni Yi-qing used support vector machine to
establish the relation model between modal frequency and the temperature[6,7]. Li Shun-long and
his friends used nonlinear PCA method to pretreat the modal frequencies, so as to part the effects
of the temperature and humidity from the effects of other factors.Li Qing-lu calculated the exact
solutions of the natural frequencies and the critical force of the simply-supported beam with
temperature load in the section, based on the basic differential equation of the Euler-Bernoulli
beam under free vibration[8].
In order to research the influence law and the influence extent of temperature on the
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continuous box-girder bridge in theory, this paper first conducts thermal-structural coupling
analysis; then regards the analysis results as the original state, and exerts white noise excitation on
the structure to obtain the dynamic response of the structure; and then analyzes the dynamic
response based on the stochastic subspace identification and calculates the natural frequencies of
the bridges under the temperature effects.

1 Temperature effect analysis of the continuous box-girder bridge
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The temperature field acts on the bridge can be divided into three categories: temperature
field of annual temperature difference, daily temperature difference and the sudden temperature
decreasing. Of the three categories, temperature field of annual temperature difference has a long
term effects and belongs to uniform temperature field, the caused effects can be canceled through
support displacement and other method in general. In the daily temperature difference field, the
nonlinear temperature gradient can be formed in the bridge section, which is similar to the
temperature field of sudden temperature decreasing. Thus, this paper only discusses the influences
of the daily temperature difference on the natural frequencies of the continuous box-girder bridge.
Under the act of daily temperature difference, the mutual bond between the tiny elements in
the structure can cause the temperature self-restrained stress. The continuous box-girder bridge is
statically indeterminate structure, in the daily temperature difference field, the secondary internal
forces occur in the structure, which cause secondary stress. The temperature self-restrained stress
and the secondary stress change the original state of the structure vibration, then change the
structure’s natural frequencies.
According to the related research results, the change of temperature can change the
concrete’s elastic modulus. The reduction factor has something to do with the rate of temperature
change, which increases with the rate and causes more obvious reduction effects. However, the
change rate of the daily temperature difference field is generally below 10℃/h, and the general
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value of reduction factor under the daily temperature is 0.08. So the elastic modulus of this paper
equals 0.92E.

2 Frequency identification based on the stochastic subspace
identification
75

SSI method assumes that the time-history response accepted is stochastic stationary process,
and based on the system discrete-time state-space models. The input and the noise options are
replaced by white noise. Analyze the statistical properties of the white noise and obtain the
Kalman state series. Then by means of QR and SVD decomposition, the system discrete
state-space matrix is identified and eventually get the modal parameters identified. The
identification process of the SSI method is shown as Fig.1.
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Fig.1 The calculation process of SSI method

3 The calculation method of the natural frequencies of the
continuous box-girder bridge under the act of temperature
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The process of calculating the natural frequencies under the act of self-restraint stress and the
secondary stress is as follows:
(1) Use the SOLID70 element to build the solid finite element modal of the bridge structure,
and conduct the thermal analysis to the structure.
(2) Transform the SOLID70 element to SOLID4 element and apply the act of the
temperature on the joint of the finite element model, and then conduct the structural analysis.
(3) Take the analysis results of (2) as the original state of the bridge vibration, exert the
white noise excitation, and collect the dynamic response of some certain position.
(4) Use the SSI method to analyze the dynamic response and then identify the natural
frequencies.
When the elasticity modulus changes, we can directly change the elasticity modulus of the
finite element material. Then apply the white noise excitation on the structure as the same and use
the SSI method to identify the natural frequencies from the dynamic response.

4 Numerical modeling
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The object of the numerical modeling is a continuous box-girder bridge of 3×30m, whose
main beam section is shown in Fig.2. The material of the box-girder is C50 concrete, whose
elasticity modulus is 3.35 104Mpa, with the linear expansion coefficient of 10-5K-1.

Fig.2 The section of continuous beam (unit: cm)
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Establish the finite element model as fig.3.
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Fig.3 The finite element model

In the numerical modeling, assume that the temperature of the beam top is 30℃, and the
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temperature of the beam bottom is 10℃.The sunshine temperature filed distributes in the law
of T = 10 + 20e −5 y .
The temperature distribution in the sunshine temperature field is shown in Fig.4.The vertical
displacement of the bridge caused by the temperature filed is shown in Fig.5.
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Fig.4 Moirés fringes of temperature distribution

Fig.5 Moirés fringes of vertical displacement

The natural frequencies calculated are listed in Table 1.
Tab. 1 The natural frequency results
Mode 1
Regardless of temperature(Hz)
3.9334
Temperature stress, elasticity modulus reduction(Hz)
3.6848
Temperature stress(Hz)
3.8602
Influence extent of the sunshine temperature filed
6.32%
Influence extent of the temperature stress
1.86%

Mode 2
4.6296
4.3722
4.5889
5.56%
0.88%

Mode 3
6.1576
5.8300
6.1397
5.32%
0.29%
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From Table 1 we can see that the temperature stress caused by the sunshine temperature field
can exert certain influence on the natural frequencies of the continuous box-girder bridge,
however, the influence extent is weaker than the influence of the elasticity modulus reduction.

5 Conclusion
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In order to research the effect of temperature on the bridge structure and conclude the
influence law, theoretical analysis of temperature effect on the natural frequencies of the
continuous box girder bridges is conducted based on the stochastic subspace identification. First,
the finite element model of the bridge is built to conduct thermal-structural coupling analysis.
Then regard the analysis results as the original state, and exert white noise excitation on the
structure to obtain the dynamic response of the structure. And then analyze the dynamic response
based on the stochastic subspace identification and calculate the natural frequencies of the bridges
under the temperature effect. The numerical analysis results show that the sunshine temperature
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filed exert certain influence on the natural frequencies of the continuous box-girder bridge,
however, the influence extent is weaker than the influence of the elasticity modulus reduction.
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基于随机子空间方法的连续箱梁桥自振频率温度影响
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摘要：自振频率在桥梁结构设计、健康监测和检测中具有重要的意义。有关研究资料表明，
环境温度对连续箱梁桥的自振频率有影响。为了研究温度对这种桥梁结构的影响程度及影响
规律，基于随机子空间方法对温度对连续箱梁桥自振频率影响进行了理论分析。首先建立桥
梁结构的有限元分析模型，对结构进行热-结构耦合分析；然后把热-结构耦合分析结果作为
结构振动的初始状态，对结构施加白噪声激励，获得结构的动力响应；利用随机子空间方法
对动力响应进行分析，计算出温度作用下桥梁结构的自振频率。最后以一座 3 跨连续箱梁桥
为工程依托，验证了本文方法的有效性和可靠性。
关键词：连续箱梁桥；温度；自振频率；随机子空间方法
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